“In this day and age of growth and innovation, it is critical to continue to learn new skills and methods to apply to your workplace. These skills and concepts value-add and increase productivity, as well as an additional level of professionalism. Upskilled delivers beyond expectation, and their teaching processes are refreshing. I have never looked forward to class so much!”

K. Yarnold, CEO
SLIM DUSTY FOUNDATION

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY

With employee wellbeing a vital aspect of business operation, and statutory compliance a major component of the commercial landscape, qualified OH&S professionals are now in constant demand. Upskilled’s OH&S qualifications are government accredited, nationally recognised, and equip participants for a successful career in this prominent specialisation.

In a competitive employment market, Upskilled specialises in adding new feathers to your professional bow

Employers love initiative – and getting more than they bargained for. That is why career-minded professionals who invest in their own capability and bring extra qualifications to the table quickly rise to the top. From an organisational perspective, excellence of internal process at an OH&S level invariably reflects in quality customer service and delivery.

- Rolling start dates and choice of delivery mode – classroom, online, onsite
- Individuals leverage existing knowledge to achieve a nationally accredited qualification
- Businesses translate vocational learning into positive measurable outcomes.

Training solutions that work

As a leading RTO, Upskilled offers quality skills training to individuals and businesses in every state and territory of Australia. The efficient delivery of our innovative Certificate and Diploma courses builds key competencies, allowing participants to accelerate their professional development and organisations to achieve competitive advantage.

Government Funding

Upskilled works closely with state and federal agencies to monitor changes in the funding framework and administer incentives, ensuring every opportunity to cover your course fees is explored. For further information, please visit www.upskilled.edu.au

In 2011 Upskilled

- Offered 32 qualifications across 7 key disciplines
- Conducted 3,493 individual course sessions at over 70 metropolitan and regional locations nationwide
- Delivered vocational training to over 7,000 participants during 27,944 hours of class time.